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SOFA BEDS 

PROSTORIA 

UP-LIFT 2 SEATER SOFA BED

Designed by Neisako, Up-lift represents 

innovation in sofa bed design. Its 

transformation through the simple 

lift (UP) of the back rest, which 

automatically lifts (LIFT) the bottom 

part of the bed, while maintaining an 

optimal height. Available in a 2 seater 

sofa; converting to 160 x 200 x 41cm. 

Seat height is 44cm and seat depth is 

62cm. 

Up-lift won the Interior Innovation 

Award; German Design Council 2014.

SOFAS 

PROSTORIA 

MATCH XL SOFA

Designed by Sanja Knezović, Match 

hails from a family of modular sofas, 

offering a number of compositions. Its 

morphology is defined by the simple 

basic lines of a lower armchair and an 

elevated armrest. Match’s dimensions go 

hand-in-hand with the needs of diverse 

groups of users, who can chose between 

two different widths and depths of the 

module, as well as a wide range of fabric 

and leather options. Sitting height 

40cm, sitting depth 72cm

DIMENSIONS

343X100X70

FINISH

CREPE 039 

(300)

DIMENSIONS

160w x 120d x 70h cm

FINISH

CREPE 039 

(300)

BOEMIAN 031 

(300)



PIANCA 

ICARO

DIMENSIONS

120w x 120d x 37h cm

FINISH

CARRARA 

MARBLE/

LAVAGNA

PIANCA 

DUETTO

DIMENSIONS

33w x 33d x 50h cm

FINISH

SETA (MATT)

PROSTORIA 

TRIFIDAE

DIMENSIONS

83w x 90d x 113h cm

FINISH

HALLINGDAL 

65  166

LIGHT OAK

OCCASIONAL TABLES & CHAIRS

PIANCA 

SERVOGIRO

DIMENSIONS

48w x 48d x 54h cm

FINISH

NEBBIA (MATT) LAVAGNA 

(MATT)

FRASSINO 

NERO



TABLES & CHAIRS

PIANCA 

SOFFIO EXTENSION TABLE

DIMENSIONS

240-300-360 x 120d x 75h cm

FINISH

CANALETTO FANGO

PIANCA 

WOODY TABLE

DIMENSIONS

300w x 120d x 76h cm

FINISH

FRASSINO LINO

PIANCA 

EMI CHAIR

DIMENSIONS

49w x 60d x 87h cm

FINISH

LORD 82P



BEDS 

PIANCA 

EMBRACE QUEEN BED

Designed by Stockholm-based design 

studio Note Design, the Embrace bed’s 

classic-inspired forms are reassuringly 

solemn, distinguished, yet also inviting.

The dominating feature of the Embrace 

bed is the curved headboard that 

cocoons the main body of the bed in 

an inviting, material embrace, offering 

protective, reassuring shoulders.

.

BEDROOM STORAGE 

PIANCA  

DEDALO 2-DRAWER

The Dedalo collection lends itself to 

such an array of possible uses, with 

plenty of scope for personalising your 

look and interpreting the space. With 

two diameters and a whole host of 

finishes to choose from including glass 

or stone tops as well as accent metal 

finishes for the spacers. 

DIMENSIONS

179w x230d x 96h cm

FINISH

FENICE 62B ZEA 82C

DIMENSIONS

44w x 44d x 50h cm

FINISH

ROVERE 

GRIGIO
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